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INTRODUCTION

Our ascent from the muck, our way out of the Garden, has been eased

by the power of the corporate organizational form. From railroads to

smartphones, basic needs and delights alike have been served by

corporate operations. But the corporation has also catalyzed menace,

orchestrating exploitation of some people on behalf of others, polluting

nature and culture, and subverting our democratic politics. The

achievements and disgraces of corporate conduct can both be attrib-

uted, in part, to its legal design. This book is an interrogation of that

design and an exploration of reforms that could improve upon it. To

thrive as a species, to prosper as a nation, to flourish as individuals, we

must have what is good in corporate law. And we must be rid of what is

corrupting in it.

In the United States, the fundamental law of corporate governance

is that firms must be managed in the best interests of their share-

holders. Corporate directors may not sacrifice shareholder value in

order to advance the competing interests of their workers, consumers,

the environment, local communities, or anything else. Proponents

of this rule, which I will refer to as “shareholder primacy,”1 have

1
Corporate theory is burdened with a semantic logjam regarding the term “shareholder

primacy.” The phrase is sometimes used to specify what corporations should be doing (i.e.,

pursuing shareholder interests), and is sometimes used to denote who should control the

corporation (i.e., shareholders should have significant influence in corporate decision-

making). Some scholars support “shareholder primacy” in both senses. See e.g., Lucian

Arye Bebchuk, The Case for Increasing Shareholder Power, 118 Harv. L. Rev. 133 (2005).

But other scholars support only one of these views. Stephen Bainbridge, for example,

supports shareholder primacy in the first sense (purpose) but not the second (means)

because he believes corporate directors and not shareholders should dominate decision-

making. See Stephen M. Bainbridge, Director Primacy and Shareholder Disempowerment,

119 Harv. L. Rev. 1735 (2006). We should stop using the term “shareholder primacy” to

refer to both purpose and means. It inhibits clear expression and exchange of ideas.

1
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sophisticated, sincere arguments for why they think it is the best

possible corporate law design, one which makes everybody better off,

not just shareholders. (Some scholars insist that shareholder primacy is

not the law of corporate governance, but they are wrong. I show that

they are wrong in Chapter 4). My view is that shareholder primacy is

responsible for unnecessary suffering, cultural confusion, and political

dysfunction in the United States. The justifications that shareholder

primacy’s supporters offer on its behalf do not cohere. My reformative

focus is on the theoretical and practical imperative of changing the law

to make the directors of our largest corporations responsible for con-

sidering the interests of all corporate stakeholders, and not just share-

holders, in corporate decision-making.

The law of corporate purpose should be regarded as a basic ful-

crum of social policy, but it hides in plain sight in contemporary social

and political discourse in the United States. Politicians blame powerful

corporate interests for blocking this or that regulatory change, but the

reproach always takes the form of moralistic shaming of corporations

for being mean or greedy, as if corporations are doing anything other

than what the law of shareholder primacy compels them to do. They

could do other than what they are doing, if we altered the law of

corporate governance. But beyond castigation, the familiar scripts of

ordinary American politics do not critically engage our corporate

governance law. It is bigger than healthcare yet escapes routine scru-

tiny in public life. It is easier to alter than the structure of the Electoral

College, or the Supreme Court’s decision in the Citizens United case,

yet receives less attention in general policy debates. This book aims to

provide a set of ideas and arguments that can inform a broader, deeper

conversation about what corporate law is doing in our society, and

what it might do differently.

In The Road to Wigan Pier, his study of working-class life in

northern England in the 1930s, George Orwell wrote, “before you

can be sure whether you are genuinely in favour of socialism, you

have got to decide whether things at present are tolerable or not

“Shareholder primacy” should signify an idea of corporate purpose, and “shareholder

power” or “shareholder control” should be used for the idea of shareholders having influ-

ence in corporate governance. That is the way I use these terms in this book.
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tolerable.”2 Orwell reports working and living conditions in the

mining towns he visited that were rife with danger, penury, and gloom.

Best known as an anti-fascist and anti-communist, Orwell never wavered

fromhis conclusion that the capitalist situationwas intolerable and that he

was a socialist. In a sense, the same question might guide our thinking

about how corporations operate in our society today. To know whether

you support the prevailing corporate system, you must decide whether

things affected by it – economic output, labor conditions, consumer

satisfaction, the culture, the national standing – are tolerable or not

tolerable.What our policy does in the world should guide our assessment

of whether the policy is sound or unsound, whether it should remain

steady or must change.

Yet, in another sense, Orwell’s point of departure is glib. The

situation may seem intolerable, in the sense that it is terrible, and yet

it may be an improvement over an even deeper misery that preceded it,

or that awaits if one goes messing with the system. In God and Man at

Yale (1951), William F. Buckley, Jr., denounced his economics pro-

fessors for emphasizing the ruthlessness of American corporations. For

Buckley, this was “special pleading” such as would “condemn Lincoln

as ‘that man who put his feet up on the desk and told coarse stories.’”3

Buckley would instead emphasize the liberating power, the great

increase in the general standard of living, the massive expansion of

the nation’s capital stock, the taming of the wilderness, that American

corporations have achieved.

Then again, things may seem tolerable, but only because of lethargy

in our imagination of alternatives. A fetishization of existing institu-

tional arrangements, Roberto Unger urges us to see, stunts the

working-out of alternative designs that would make the present situ-

ation seem intolerable.4 Aren’t we capable of more? More prosperity.

More fairness? People tolerate both too little and too much. In this

sense, it is our approach to assessing the situation that is crucial to our

determination of whether it is tolerable or not tolerable.

2 George Orwell, The Road to Wigan Pier 153 (1937, 1958).
3 William F. Buckley, Jr., God and Man at Yale 48 (1951, 1986).
4
See Roberto Mangabeira Unger, What Should Legal Analysis Become? (Verso,

1996).
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My approach to the corporation is law and legal theory. This book

is not an accounting or audit. My conclusion that something is ser-

iously wrong with our corporate system, and that it can be fixed, is

reached not by netting out utility and harm, but by critically engaging

core arguments about what corporate law is, what it does, and what it

might do. I make use of economics, history, psychology, literature, and

cultural analysis, but all for the purpose of advancing our understand-

ing of how corporate law works and how it shapes corporate oper-

ations. From my point of view, it is corporate law that makes the

corporate soul, and a change to corporate law can remake it in a

different image.

I title this book Corporate Friction because my emphasis is on the

ways in which our corporate law forces a grinding, rough relationship

between corporations and the society they are meant to serve. Social

welfare is burned off in this friction, wastefully, as with the friction in

any badly set machine. And the friction of the shareholder primacy

norm produces not just heat but smoke. It creates confusion, obfus-

cation, and disintegrity in the way we think and talk about corporate

operations. The work of this book is to clear the smoke and offer a

better calibration of corporate law, so that it might produce more light

with less fire.

In choosing this title, I also mean to draw on the closeness of the

word friction to the word “fiction,” which is often heard in corporate

law conversation to highlight the artificial nature of corporate exist-

ence. By turning corporate fiction to friction, I am emphasizing that

what is at stake in corporate theory and corporate law is no fiction at

all. Corporate law has made the word of shareholder primacy theory

flesh. It lives in our world, moves in it, and stymies movement in it.

Finally, I like Friction for this study of corporate law because it has

an erotic quality. The Nobel Laureate Bob Dylan sang, “You’re gonna

need my help sweetheart / you can’t make love all by yourself.”5 There

is no provocation in the world of ideas without sensitive engagement,

there is no beauty in argument unless the tensions are set-upon joy-

fully. I find – and hope to present – corporate theory to be charming

even where it is wrong, engrossing even where it is confused. Only the

5
Bob Dylan, “Lonesome Day Blues,” on Love and Theft (Columbia Records, 2001).
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friction of thesis and anti-thesis can spawn new ideas for the next

generation of corporate operations. So read it after the kids are in bed.

My aim has been to make this book appealing to both newcomers

and experts in the field. Novices will, I think, find in it a fair synthesis of

a lot of material that will place them squarely within an important

conversation about what corporate law should be. Veterans, I hope,

will find here both new critiques of familiar claims, and original the-

matic contributions with which they might tangle. A lot of work in the

critical corporate law tradition has focused on the prevailing regime as

it relates especially to the interests of workers. I use that material here.

I also contribute a fresh perspective and new set of insights regarding

the consumer interest in corporate law, a vantage that has generally

been under-theorized in corporate law scholarship. Additionally,

I squarely address the problem of corporate patriotism, a crucial social

policy concern that has been long latent in corporate theory but rarely

explicitly addressed.

Each chapter contributes to an overarching claim that we should

fundamentally reform our corporate governance law. Chapter 1 pro-

vides an overview of the theoretical case in favor of the prevailing

system. It is so fairly presented, the reader may be convinced. But then

comes Chapter 2, in which I introduce a general critique of shareholder

primacy, arguing that it is theoretically flawed and makes for bad social

policy. Chapter 3 delves more deeply into the problems introduced

into corporate social responsibility concerns by the Supreme Court’s

Citizens United decision on corporate political speech rights. Chapter 4

pauses the theoretical work to provide a nuanced (but entertaining)

doctrinal exegesis showing that shareholder primacy is, in fact, and

contrary to what some scholars and activists claim, the prevailing

corporate governance law in the United States. This positive assess-

ment highlights the urgency of the book’s normative claims. Chapters 5

and 6 return to the theoretical examination, with Chapter 5 taking up

the problem of corporate patriotism and Chapter 6 examining the

relationship between corporate law and the meaning of consumer

culture. The final chapters engage the prospect for reform. Chapter 7

takes a look at alternative models of corporate governance, beyond

shareholder primacy, which are in place in other wealthy democracies

around the world, and which might usefully inform changes to the
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corporate system in the United States. Chapter 8 explicates a socially

responsible governance standard for American corporations that

I argue should replace the shareholder primacy regime we have. There

is a brief conclusion addressing the feasibility of the reforms I have

suggested in the context of our current political environment.
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1 APOLOGIES FOR OUR SYSTEM

A CREATURE OF LAW

Corporations are not found in nature. They cannot be captured in the

wild nor dug out of the ground. They cannot be spliced together in a

laboratory nor coded on a computer. Corporations are legal entities,

created only by specific, affirmative state action: the issuing of a

corporate charter. Once created, a corporation has a distinct legal

existence, separate from that of the natural people who invest their

money in it, work for it, or consume its products. A corporate legal

entity owns property and enters into contracts in its own name. It is the

only one responsible for its debts. It has perpetual existence (it does not

die of old age). The reason that governments create corporations is

because it is in the public interest to do so. Or, rather, governments can

only legitimately grant corporate charters if doing so is in the public

interest.1

Corporations have been used by human societies for a very long

time. Versions of them were deployed in ancient Egypt and in ancient

Rome. Historically, however, governments have created corporations –

or allowed their creation – only sparingly, fearing they would compete

with other established interests and institutions, especially the

1
A lot of ink has been spilled in corporate theory arguing about whether the corporate form

should be thought of as “concession” from the state or as a species of private contracting,

i.e., a “nexus of contracts.” While I think there is good reason to consider corporate law a

distinct body of law, distinguishable from contract law, that debate really has no bearing on

whether or not shareholder primacy should be the rule of corporate governance. As

Hansmann and Kraakman put it, “corporations – whether ‘concessions’ or contracts –

should be regulated when it is in the public interest to do so.” Henry Hansmann & Reinier

Kraakman, The End of History for Corporate Law, 89 Geo. L. J. 439, 441 n. 5 (2001). We

are addressing when it is in the public interest to do so.
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government itself. In the early days of the American republic, corpor-

ate charters were granted only by specific legislative acts to facilitate

particular undertakings, such as the building of a road or the digging of

a canal. After the Civil War, in part to finance war debts, in part to spur

socially useful industrial activity, in part to democratize access to

business entities, states began selling corporate charters with abandon,

essentially to anyone willing to pay for them. Today, corporations are

ubiquitous in American life.2

The bedrock rule of American corporate governance law is that

corporate directors must manage their firms solely in the interests of

the shareholders.3 They may not sacrifice shareholder profit in service

of any other stakeholders, such as workers, consumers, the environ-

ment, or the nation. This rule may seem at first hard to square with the

idea that governments should only grant corporate charters if doing so

serves the public interest. But defenders of our corporate governance

system insist that there is no contradiction because shareholder pri-

macy is the rule that advances the interests of all corporate stakehold-

ers, and society generally, better than could any alternative system. Let

us review the justifications for that claim.

OWNERSHIP IS NOT EXPLANATORY

To see clearly our subject, we must push past the common sense idea

that corporations should be run for shareholders because they own the

corporation. That kind of assertion ends the inquiry where it must

instead begin. How do we know that it is shareholders who own the

corporation, rather than somebody else, or nobody in particular? What

is ownership, anyway? Ownership is the name we give to a set of legal

rights. Among the traditional rights of ownership are the right to

2 Excellent histories of the corporate form can be found in John Micklethwait & Adrian

Wooldridge, The Company: A Short History of a Revolutionary Idea (2003);

Martin J. Sklar, The Corporate Reconstruction of American Capitalism,

1890–1916: The Market, the Law, and Politics (1988); Edwin Merrick Dodd, Ameri-

can Business Corporations Until 1860 (1954); and S. Samuel Arsht, A History of

Delaware Corporation Law, 1 Del. J. Corp. L. 1 (1976).
3
See Chapter 4 (demonstrating that this is the law of corporate purpose in the United

States).
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occupy, the right to exclude, the right to control, and the right to

alienate. I get to occupy my house and use my iPhone, and I get to

keep others from doing the same. I own them. The state will enforce

my right to do these things, with violence, if necessary. But if I am a

stockholder in Apple, Inc., and I go to corporate headquarters

demanding entry, I will not be admitted. Indeed, the state will forcibly

exclude me from entering, if necessary. If I tried to exclude others –

say, a member of Apple’s board of directors or the janitor – from

occupying Apple, I would be arrested. If I tell Apple that as a share-

holder, I insist they not use sweatshop labor or reduce their prices, I am

ignored. Yes, I (or the person I bought the stock from) invested money

in the firm, but workers give their labor to the firm, and consumers give

their cash to it, and the state gives it a corporate charter. Why does the

shareholder’s investment entitle her to be the sole focus of corporate

governance?4

WE ARE (NOT ) ALL SHAREHOLDERS NOW

Sometimes one hears that “shareholder primacy” in firm governance is

good social policy because, essentially, we are all shareholders now. As

a result of equity holdings in retirement plans, investments in mutual

funds, etc., almost everyone’s interests are served by the shareholder

primacy rule.5 This argument has a long pedigree in corporate law

discourse, going back at least to the 1930s, when it was run up the

flagpole in a famous debate about corporate purpose in the Harvard

Law Review.6 But it was not really true then, and it is not really true

4
See generally Joseph William Singer, The Reliance Interest in Property, 40 Stan. L. Rev. 611

(1987). The “ownership” view of shareholder rights is more often heard today in nonaca-

demic conversation than in corporate law scholarship, where the idea has largely been

rejected as unhelpful, for the reasons described here. One does see the trope in influential

places, however. It motivates Milton Friedman’s argument in his famous New York Times

Magazine essay, The Social Responsibility of Business Is to Increase Its Profits, The New

York Times Magazine (Sep 13, 1970). I discuss that essay further in Chapter 8.
5
See, e.g., Hansmann & Kraakman, The End of History for Corporate Law, supra note 1, at

451–53 (making this argument).
6
See Adolf A. Berle, Jr., For Whom Corporate Managers Are Trustees: A Note, 45 Harv. L.

Rev. 1365, 1367–68 (1932) (stating that “not less than half the population of the country”

had a direct equity interest in publicly traded corporations).
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now. Around half of all Americans have some investment in stocks,

mostly through retirement savings.7 That is not all of us. Even among

those who have an interest in stocks, some are more interested than

others. The wealthiest 20 percent of Americans own 90 percent of

stocks.8 Nearly 70 percent of American stock ownership is in the hands

of 5 percent of the population. It is therefore inaccurate to think that

most Americans are directly served when corporate governance is

focused only on shareholders. Even if many workers and consumers

have some equity interest in firms through retirement savings, their

more crucial connections to corporations are as workers, consumers,

and citizens, not as shareholders.

So how does shareholder primacy in corporate governance make

everyone better off?

INCENT IVE TO INVEST

The canonical view is that shareholders must have exclusive attention

in corporate governance in order to give them the incentive to invest in

corporate enterprise. Other stakeholders can get what they want out of

corporate operations without protections in the boardroom. Workers,

individually or through unions, can bargain with the firm for wages and

working conditions, and they can threaten to leave and work elsewhere

if the firm comes up short for them. Consumers can monitor their own

interests at the cash register, deciding whether to give their money over

for corporate goods on offer or walk away. Shareholders, on the other

hand, are powerless to compel the firm to treat them fairly. They need

the law to do it for them. Unlike workers and consumers, shareholders

are dispersed and distant from corporate operations. More import-

antly, unlike workers and consumers, shareholders have no threat of

exit. In exchange for turning her capital over to the firm, the share-

holder receives stock entitling her to a pro rata share of future profits.

She cannot, after investing, demand that the corporation buy back her

shares. She cannot force dissolution of the company and claim her pro

rata share of assets after liabilities. Once she invests, she is locked in.

7
See generally Kent Greenfield, The Failure of Corporate Law 175–78 (2007).

8
Id.
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